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Now that spring is here, you may be finding bare spots throughout your yard.  Overseeding is an easy 
way to fill in those bare patches.  Here are a few steps to help make your lawn look full again! 

1. Assess the areas of need and gather your supplies and tools 

To deal with bare spots in your lawn, you’ll need grass seed (the same species as what you have 
currently growing in your yard), a rake, and a pitchfork or aerator to poke holes in the ground.  If 
you’re repairing a few small areas, these tools will suit your project.  If you’re needing to tend to a 
larger area, or your entire lawn, consider renting a higher yield aerator or hiring an aeration company 
and utilizing your fertilizer spreader (set to the smallest setting) to spread grass seeds. 
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2. Aerate the ground by poking holes  

In order to prepare the ground for new grass seed, you’ll need to aerate the soil 
by poking a number of holes into the ground, 1-2 inches deep.  Repeat this 
process for all the bare spots you plan to overseed. 

3. Sprinkle seed over the prepared area 

Sprinkle grass seed over the prepared holes.  Light and easy is the key here, 
your technique should be similar to how you might season a steak. 

4. Using a rake, work the seeds into the holes 

Using your leaf rake, gently work the seeds into the holes.  This action helps to promote good seed to 
soil contact and is key to effective growth. 

5. Gently water in the seed 

You can use your hose or sprinkler system to water in your seed.  This step is critical to ensure your 
seed does not dry out.  

6. Be patient. 

When overseeding in spring, it can take a few weeks for your grass seed to take hold and fill in those 
bare spots.  Be patient and your lawn will look full in time for your summer BBQs.  Overseeding can 
also be done in fall and you’ll see faster progress this time of year because the soil is still warm. 

7. Business as usual 

If you’re filling in bare spots in an existing lawn, you can continue to water and mow over the patches, 
even while seeds are germinating. 

Poke holes 1-2 
inches deep 


